
The ultimate in tape replacement. 

The power of Ki Pro in a 1RU format, the perfect fit for 

broadcasters transitioning away from tape.

For video facilities transitioning from tape to file-based workflows for recording and playback, Ki Pro Rack 

offers high-quality, ‘ready-to-edit’ file capture, designed to get material from source to editorial as quickly 

as possible. 

With a wealth of professional connections, Ki Pro Rack will fit right into your existing cabling and routing 

system (without the requirement for special converters) and record 10-bit Apple ProRes and Avid DNxHD 

files direct to removable hard disk or SSD Storage Modules, eliminating the need for time-consuming 

logging and capturing. The files can be used in most editing systems without the need for additional 

transcoding or importing processes.

Like Ki Pro, Ki Pro Rack features AJA’s industry leading conversion technology, enabling you to perform 

broadcast-quality up/down/cross conversion during recording or playback without the need for 

additional conversion hardware.

Anyone familiar with the operation of a tape deck will feel immediately at home with Ki Pro Rack’s tactile 

controls, while the flat onscreen menu structure ensures quick setup and a rapid learning curve.

The twin media drive bays on the Ki Pro Rack allow extremely fast media changes - you can switch drives 

and start recording straight away, without having to wait to eject the first one.

Because of its network connectivity, media can be copied to and from Ki Pro rack over an Ethernet 

connection, allowing fast file transfers without the need to physically remove the storage media.  

In larger facilities this cuts down dramatically on the number of people that have to enter the machine 

room and minimizes the risk of unintentional interference with equipment. Like all other Ki Pro’s, multiple 

Ki Pro Racks can be networked together for control via a single interface.
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Front and rear panels
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Tech specs
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Ki Pro Rack tech specs

Video Input

Digital:

Analog:

Video Output  (all simultaneously active)

Digital:

Analog:

Audio Input

Digital:

Analog:

Audio Output

Digital:

Analog:

Network

  
Embedded webserver for remote control

Panel User Interface

2 x 20 character display, with dedicated buttons
Timecode

Serial Port

Hardware up conversion - 10-bit

 of screen with black sidebars

introduce a small aspect ratio change

Hardware down conversion - 10-bit

bottom added to image area with the aspect 
ratio preserved

Hardware cross conversion - 10-bit

1080i to 720P
720P to 1080i
Storage Module drive bays

Physical

Temperature

Power


